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r sernester B.sc. Degree (ccss - n"g.lsuppre./rmprov.)
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Core Course in physics
1801 pHy : pHyStCS PR|MERS

(2014 Admn. Onwards)

Time:3 Hours
Max. Marks :40

tnstruction : Write answers only in Engtish.
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SECTION _ A

Answer af l questions. Very short answer type, each question carries 1 ma'k.-
1' Light radiation of frequenc! u is quanta of energy E =
2. Albert Einstein was awarded Nobel prizelor

3' The semiconductor device which was known as "wonder child of efectronics,,is

4. The Operator Vz is called
(4x1=4)

SECTION _ B

Answer any seven. short answer type, each question carries 2 marks.
5' "Magnetic monopore doesnot exist,,, show it mathematicaily.
6. State Stokes theorem.

7' Distinguish between Transverse wave and Longitudinalwave with example.
8. Explain S.H.M. and give one example.

9' "Universe is expanding". *ustrate with Hubbte,s raw.

10. Briefly explain L.H.C Experiment.

1 
'l' what do you mean by "chandrasekhar rimit,,?
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12. Deri'.'e the differentlal equation for one dimensionalwa.\./e motlon.

' 13. State and explain Fourier theorem. '

14. State the postulates of Einstein's SpecialTheory of Relativity. (7x2=le\

SECTION _ C

Answer any four. Short essay/problem type, each question carries 3 marks.

'15. Analyse Square wave using Fouriertheorem.

'i6. Given f (x, y, Z) = (, Evaluate Vr.
t

17' Equation of a progressive wave is y - A cos 240 (t-x/}2),where x and y are in. meters. Find :

1) Vetocity

2) Frequency

3) Phase difference between two points 0.5 m apart.

18. Prove that V.(V xF)=Q.

'19. Explain Uttla Viotet Catastrophy.

2A- Give the volume element for Cylindrical coordinate system and hence find out
the volume of a cylinder of radius R. (4x3=l!)

SECTION _ D

Answer any two. Long essay type, each question carries 5 marks.

21. Discuss the development of quantum mechanics from the limitations of Classical
mechanics.

22. Check product rute V (A"6)= B (vxA)-A.(v*6; Oy catcutating eacff term

separately for the functions A = xi + 2yj+ 3zk and 6 = 3yi - 24

23- Explain composition of two rectangular simple harmonic motions of same time
period and Lissajous figure.

24. Explain longitudinal waves in gases. (2x5=10)


